ABOUT THE BOOK:
Hunyuan Xinfa: The Lost Heart of Medicine is a book from the Heart. The authors, Dr Yaron Seidman (Connecticut, USA) and Teja Jaensch (Sydney Australia), present an investigation into the practical and profound Heart of Medicine, an exploration that breaks through our conception of health and the true role of the physician. Seidman and Jaensch have researched the depths and principle of Liu Yuan’s Huai Xuan philosophy, filtering and distilling the pure essence, which is translated and presented herein; the Lost Heart of Medicine has been found.

“….this book will blow your mind and affect your practice in deep and meaningful ways.” WR Morris, PhD, author ‘Li Shi-zhen Pulse Studies: An Illustrated Guide’.

“Every so often a book comes my way that causes me to reflect on my own healing practice and question my worldview….While the technician may search the text for prescriptions… the healer will truly understand”. Chris Zaslawski, Associate Professor, TCM, UTS.

“For those of us walking the way of the Heart, I recommend reading Hunyuan Xinfa”, Master Wu Zhongxian, Daoist master.

‘A true timeless masterpiece...’ Alex Kolaczynski, Director of Apricot Forest Traditional Chinese Medicine.

“Far from a typical text of Chinese medicine, this work has a life and spirit of its own…” Tristin McLaren, Acup.